Make Your Own Perfume with the Perfume Starter Kit

When it comes to fine perfumes and colognes the good ones just keep getting more and more
expensive. Wouldn’t it be nice if you could make your own fragrance line and use exactly the scents you
want? With this step by step tutorial you can! Our Perfume Starter Kit gives you Perfumers Base and
bottles in one convenient package. Just pick your fragrance to get started!
Our progressive Perfumers Base allows you to create high quality perfume blends without having to
worry about HAZMAT fees or the hassle of obtaining an ATF license. The perfume base works great with
our fragrance oils and some essential oils. When using this base do not use more than a maximum
fragrance load of 30%. Expected percentages create Eau de Toilette (15%-18%), Eau de Parfum (19%22%), and perfume (23%-28%) allowing you to make perfume, cologne, or a more subtle spray. The
amount of fragrance oil needed may vary depending on the strength of the fragrance.
Each Perfume Starter Kit includes:
28oz Perfumers Base
10 20/410 Natural Mist Sprayers
10 2oz Clear PET Bullet Bottles
You will also need:
Fragrance oil(s) of choice
Gel color (optional)

Paper Towels
1. In a well-lit area, gather all your supplies and place them on a paper towel or mat in case of
spills.

2. Before you get started, trim down the tubes on your fine mist sprayers so they fit in the bottles.
You can do this with regular kitchen or craft scissors. The tube should touch the bottom of the
bottle but not be bent.

3. Measure out your Perfumers Base. We used a ratio of 80% Perfumers Base to 20% fragrance oil,
but you can alter it as needed. For larger batches, we suggest measuring out your base by
volume and pouring into a bowl so you can divide it into your bottles after everything is mixed.
To make just one bottle, we used the height of the bottle as a guide, filling it with Perfumers
Base 80% of the way or 7.2cm. These measurements will vary with different bottles.

4. Add your fragrance(s). For large batches, measure out your fragrance oil and add it to the bowl
with the Perfumers Base. For individual bottles, simply fill the bottle the rest of the way with
fragrance oil. We chose Axe Kilo Type, Fresh Linen, and Lovespell VS Type fragrance oils for
our perfumes.

5. Add a couple drops of gel color if desired. Start with one drop and add more gradually until you
get the color you want. We chose royal blue, aqua, and magenta to match our fragrances and
only needed two drops to get a nice vibrant color.
6. Stir well and pour your perfume into bottles, then screw on your fine mist sprayers. If making
single bottles, simply screw on the fine mist sprayers and shake well to mix!
7. Enjoy your homemade perfume or cologne!

With these simple steps you can make perfume or cologne for yourself, to sell, or as a gift for friends,
family, or that special someone! Just choose the Perfume Starter Kit and pick your fragrance from our
extensive selection or combine them to make your own. The easy formulation and process let you
create the exact scent you want every time!

